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Sticker Fashionista
A new combination of two of our popular Sticker Dolly Dressing Fashion Designer sticker
books. Be a fabulous fashion designer with this fun and colourful book. The dolls are ready to
take to the catwalk, and they need new outfits! With over 350 stickers in each collection,
including 150 blank stickers in each to customise, you can choose and create the colours,
styles, patterns and accessories. The perfect pastime for all young fashionistas.
De Londres à Paris, de New York à Tokyo, voyagez dans les capitales de la mode et créez,
autour de thèmes très fashion, des tenues adaptées à chaque occasion. Avec ses 150 stickers
repositionnables, ce livre est un must pour les fashionistas, toutes générations confondues.
Meet the FASHION FAIRY PRINCESSES - Violet, Bluebell, Buttercup and Rosa - in an
exciting new range of fiction and sticker books. Travel with the fairy-princesses to JEWEL
FOREST for hours of sticker-dressing and fashion fun! Choose dresses for the party, decorate
treetop houses, design super-cool Jewel Forest Fairy outfits, make a sparkling tiara and much,
much more. Includes over 500 hundred reusable colour stickers to dress up the fairies and use
throughout the book.
Flaunt your creative side as you dress these models up in the freshest fashion! Whether
preparing them for a summer's day in the park or lunch with their best friends, you decide
exactly what your models will wear to make sure they look amazing. Go wild designing your
own clothes too and then add colourful jewelry, trendy glasses and perfect hair to finish their
outfits off in style. Hundreds of fashion stickers will mean your models are forever fabulous!
Spiral bound and with plenty of space to sticker, colour and doodle, this book is divided into the
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following sections: models, decorated outfits, accessories and finally outfits for children to
colour in themselves.
A shower of wedding outfits to inspire and delight the Vera Wangs of this world! Ranging from
traditional designs to innovative designs inspired by cultures around the world. As well as the
bridal gown, outfits for the groom and bridesmaids included. Part of the Sticker Dolly Dresser
Designer series for fashion lovers who want to go beyond applying stickers to designing and
embellishing outfits.
Use the colourful stickers to design spring and summer outfits for the dolls. With over 700
stickers, including 300 to colour, there are lots of outfits and accessories to choose from. Hints
and tips for colour combinations and patterns show how fashion designers find their inspiration
when creating seasonal collections.
Springtime for Fancy Nancy means flowers, butterflies, sunshine, and most of all . . . a chance
to show off her fabulous spring fashions!
The latest addition to a hugely successful fashion designer arm of the Sticker Dolly Dressing
series, set against a backdrop of Paris, the fashion epicentre of elegance and style! Children
will have immense fun showcasing their design skills, and absorbing the brilliant illustrations of
one of the fashion capitals of the world. Also includes hints and tips on patterns to draw on the
stickers and colour combinations to use, as well as ideas for creating your own fashion
sketchbook. The perfect pastime for young fashionistas.
The third book in the Sticker Fashionista series looks at vintage fashion from 1900 to the
present day. With gorgeous illustrations of amazing clothes, from 1920's flappers to 1990's
grunge via 1970's disco. This is the first series of sticker fashion books that uses the
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contemporary style of fashion illustration. Sticker Fashionista (9781780670171) has already
sold more than 8000 copies.
Recreate the fashion scene from the 1980s with this inspiring, historically precise selection of
fashion stickers. Colour blocked outfits and shoulder pads for smart wear matched big teased
hair and spiral perms. Leg warmers and spandex made their way into daily wear on the wave
of aerobics enthusiasm. This fabulous mix of styles comes together in this compact, attractive
format. Informative notes, photographs and sketches explain each 'look' and add historical
context for this decade. Part of a collectable series.
Gotta catch 'em all! This epic Pokémon sticker collection is jam-packed with over 1001 stickers
featuring Pokémon old and new from across the seven regions! Explore the city in Kanto, the
mountaintops in Johto, the beach in Alola - and lots more! Re-create epic battles and use your
stickers to complete the scenes in the ultimate Pokémon sticker book.
This lavishly illustrated book is packed with stickers of fabulous fashions throughout history.
From Romans in the draped togas, to Elizabethans in lace ruffs and Victorians in tight corsets,
find out how styles have changed over the centuries, and who has set the trends.
A perfect pastime for young fashionistas In Sticker Dolly Dressing Fashion Designer: Spring
Collection, the dolls are ready for their show-stopping outfits, and this time you're in charge
from head to toe - colours, styles, patterns and accessories are all up to you! Includes over 350
stickers to create the dolls' outfits, including 150 blank stickers ready to customise. Also
includes hints and tips on patterns and colour combinations to use, as well as ideas for
creating your own fashion sketchbook and mood boards. Not suitable for children under 36
months because of small parts.
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Dress up your dancers to your heart's content! Embrace your inner ballerina and choose from
over 250 stickers to glam up your girls, mix and match their outfits and jazz up their hairstyles.
Create your dream dancers in this easy-to-follow sticker book and try your hand at collecting all
six titles in this new series. Spiral bound and with plenty of space to sticker, colour and doodle,
this book is divided into the following sections: models, decorated outfits, accessories and
finally outfits for children to colour in themselves.
This brand new sticker book from Buster Books contains 24 pages of fashionable and funky
artwork and 10 pages of stylish stickers. In Catwalk Fashion, girls can mix and match hundreds
of stickers to dress three fabulous fashion models, as well as colour in and design a unique
outfit for a fourth model on every page. Readers can let their imagination go wild and dress the
models as they walk the catwalk and pose for photoshoots in a range of styles - from nautical
to punk rock, crazy couture to the urban jungle.
Dress the fashion models in an assortment of amazing outfits from the 1970s with the stickers
provided. During the 1970s, hair grew bigger and heels got higher, inspiring fashion designers
worldwide. Informative notes, photographs and sketches explain each 'look' and add historical
context. A detailed survey of 1970s fashions, from printed maxi dresses, flares and platforms
to shiny, figure-hugging disco outfits, with a look at the origins of the punk movement and glam
rock, and the flamboyant styles of fashion icons such as David Bowie. Part of a collectable
series.
Girls can have many days of fun with more than 60 full-color photographic stickers featuring
Barbie in some of her favorite outfits. A must-have for any Barbie fan.
Eight page softcover book with 150 reusable paper stickers (3 each of 50 different
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designs).Size: 8 x 11 in. From the Brooklyn Museum
Dress the fashion models in an assortment of amazing outfits from the 1960s with the stickers
provided. During the '60s, hemlines rose and pop music and the space race provided
inspiration for fashion designers who used modern, synthetic fabrics. Informative notes,
photographs and sketches explain each 'look' and add historical context. A detailed look at '60s
fashions including mod style, flower power and fashion icons such as Mary Quant and Jackie
Kennedy. Part of a collectable series.
Be the fashion stylist of your very own Spring/Summer collection. Sticker, draw, style! Put
together super-stylish sticker looks and learn how to draw and design your own clothes and
figures, inspired by beautiful illustrations from Missy McCullough. Fashion Stylist
Spring/Summer Collection is also bursting with fab facts about the fashion world to wow your
friends. With more than 200 stickers plus a unique pull-out runway poster to showcase your
dream designs.
The latest addition to a hugely successful fashion series, where else would these gorgeous
dolls (or should that be 'gals') be? It's New York, New York! Illustrations: Full colour throughout
WARNING! Not suitable for children under 36 months because of small parts. Choking Hazard.
Dress and accessorise the dolls in costumes from different ages including ancient Rome,
medieval times, Victorian Britain, 1950s America and 1960s London. With over 200 stickers of
items of clothing and bags, shoes, hats and jewellery from throughout history. With over 350
stickers of clothes and accessories to complete their outfits. Part of the bestselling Sticker
Dolly Dressing series, which celebrated its 10th anniversary in 2016. The revamped Sticker
Dolly Dressing series now features reusable stickers, laminated pages and a fold-out page
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where you can put your stickers in between uses.
Put your fanciest foot forward and step into Fancy Nancy's stylish world! This book is filled with
fabulous stickers of Nancy's many favorite things, from elegant desserts to gorgeous shoes
and accessories. This is the ultimate collection sure to entertain the most glamorous Fancy
Nancy fans!
London and New York, two of the great fashion capitals of the world both feature in this book,
with over 350 stickers - including 150 to colour yourself. Young creatives can research, plan
and design their own fashion collections inspired by the city. With hints and tips on how to
choose colours, patterns and shapes that work together.

LABEL & STICKER BOOKS 32 sheets with stickers, labels & tapes (17.2 x 24.10
cm)
Dress up your dancers to your heart's content! Embrace your inner ballerina and
choose from over 250 stickers to glam up your girls, mix and match their outfits
and jazz up their hairstyles. Create your dream dancers in this easy to follow
sticker book and try your hand at collecting all six titles in this new series. Spiral
bound and with plenty of space to sticker, color and doodle, this book is divided
into the following sections: models, decorated outfits, accessories and finally
outfits for children to color in themselves.
Whether preparing them for a summer's day in the park or lunch with their best
friends, you decide exactly what your models will wear to make sure they look
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amazing. Go wild designing your own clothes too and then add colorful jewelry,
trendy glasses and perfect hair to finish their outfits off in style. Hundreds of
fashion stickers will mean your models are forever fabulous! Spiral bound and
with plenty of space to sticker, color and doodle, this book is divided into the
following sections: models, decorated outfits, accessories and finally outfits for
children to color in themselves.
Be a fabulous fashion designer with this fun and colourful Sticker Dolly Dressing
book. The dolls are ready to take to the catwalk, and they need new outfits!
Choose colours, styles, patterns and accessories!
Sticker Fashionista: A Year in Fashion gives fashion sticker books a makeover.
Following the fashionistas through a year of stylish events, this book is a
covetable follow-up to Sticker Fashionista. With gorgeous illustrations of amazing
clothes, it should appeal to fashion lovers of all ages.
Dress your own supermodel with over 160 press-out fashion pieces including
wigs, clothes, shoes and accessories! There are four characters in the series to
dress up and swap outfits. Black and white pages also included to color and
create your own look.
With more than 60 easy-to-peel, reusable stickers, this book lets children create
their own beautiful Barbie picture books. Fill the pages with stickers by matching
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each sticker to its caption, or put these pretty stickers on notebooks, lockers, or
any other place that could use the creative, playful Barbie touch.
Features dolls who are ready to take to the catwalk, and you're in charge of
designing their outfits with over 350 stickers, including 150 blank stickers to
customise. This title offers hints and tips that help you decide which patterns and
colour combinations to use where, as well as ideas for creating your own fashion
sketchbook and mood boards.
6 years + Stunningly illustrated with photographs of sumptuous clothes and
accessories. Includes gorgeous paintings as well as charming illustrations to bring the
fashions of the past to life. Lively text and fascinating facts look at fashions through the
ages from ancient times right up to the modern age. Over 100 stickers. Also Available:
Art Sticker Book9781409599995 Impressionists Sticker Book9781409505815 Kings
and Queens Sticker Book9781409522867 Knights and Castles Sticker
Book9781409505815 Easter Sticker Book9781409509943 Football Sticker
Book9781409510277 travel Sticker Book9781409520528 Pirate Sticker
Book9781409522935 Sport Sticker Book9781409530473
Synopsis coming soon.......
Following on from the very successful Big City Explorer, Around the World: CITIES
continues with a great range of beautifully illustrated activities for children. From San
Francisco to Sydney, every city has a variety of activities to complete including a city
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sudoku, a compass game and a flag to colour in (with dot colour references to make it
accessible) and iconic stickers to finish the map. Each city sticker page has a world
map reference to keep the young globetrotter up to speed on their current location.
Once each page is completed, there is a penguin sticker that can be claimed to fill in
the high-quality cut-out passport flap at the end of the book. With over 350 stickers
included to get stuck into, the world is your oyster in this entertaining activity sticker
book.Cities included:San Francisco, Mexico City, Chicago, Toronto, New York,
Washington DC, Rio de Janeiro, Buenos Aires, Dublin, London, Amsterdam, Paris,
Berlin, Moscow, Rome, Madrid, Cairo, Istanbul, Cape Town, Dubai, Mumbai, Beijing,
Seoul, Tokyo, Hong Kong, Singapore, Sydney and Auckland.
Become a true fashion designer with this amazing kit! Contains a book, stencils,
patterned paper and pens.
The red warning light on her car dashboard drove Lainie Davis to seek help in the tiny
town of Last Chance, New Mexico. But as she encounters the people who make Last
Chance their home, it's her heart that is flashing bright red warning lights. These people
are entirely too nice, too accommodating, and too interested in her personal life for
Lainie's comfort--especially since she's on the run and hoping to slip away unnoticed.
Yet in spite of herself, Lainie finds that she is increasingly drawn in to the dramas of
small town life. An old church lady who always has room for a stranger. A handsome
bartender with a secret life. A single mom running her diner and worrying over her
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teenage son. Could Lainie actually make a life in this little hick town? Or will the past
catch up to her even here in the middle of nowhere? Cathleen Armstrong pens a debut
novel filled with complex, lovable characters making their way through life and
relationships the best they can. Her evocative descriptions, observational humor, and
talent at rendering romantic scenes will earn her many fans.
Enjoy dressing the fashion models in Medieval clothes with the stickers included in the
book. This is an enlightening and entertaining sticker book which fashion enthusiasts
and budding historians can mull over for hours.
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